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Sumit Raghuvanshi is the Managing Attorney in the Orange County office. He
believes in an aggressive approach to moving files forward. Sumit’s open and
consistent communication style enables him to obtain great settlement results.

Sumit’s overall experience, detailed understanding of the law, and innovative
approach to case handling have led him to acquire several Take Nothings and shift
doctors’ opinions for cross-examinations. Sumit also excels at educating employers
about workers’ compensation. Prior to joining Albert and Mackenzie, his practice
concentrated on the defense of workers’ compensation cases and civil litigation to
include the defense of 132a and Serious and Willful claims.

Sumit grew up in Orange County, California. His hobbies include reading, watching
television, and going to the gym. An ideal weekend for him consists of staying
home on a rainy day.

One thing Sumit absolutely cannot live without is tea. His favorite cuisine is Thai
and Indian, and his favorite Netflix show is Manifest. Sumit enjoys listening to rock
and pop music.

If there were three words to describe Sumit, it would be calm, independent, and
thoughtful. Traveling across the world is number one on his bucket list. Sumit lives
by the words, “Just keep pushing on.”

EDUCATION

Thomas Jefferson School of Law – Juris Doctor•

Chapman University – B.A. in History, emphasis in European, Holocaust, and•
American Histories

ADMISSIONS

State Bar of California•

Specialties: Civil and workers’
compensation law, including
subrogation matters, the
defense of discrimination
claims under Labor Code
section 132a and Serious and
Willful Misconduct claims
under Labor Code section
4553.

Related Services
Workers’ Compensation Defense

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)

Subrogation

§132a Discrimination

§4553 Serious and Willful Misconduct
Claims

Walk Through Settlements

Rating Consultation
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ORANGE COUNTY, CA

WCAB VENUES COVERED:
ANAHEIM, LONG BEACH, POMONA, RIVERSIDE, SAN BERNARDINO, SAN
DIEGO, SANTA ANA
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